Sterile Cuckoo

by Sandy Scheltekat

"Sterile Cuckoo is the new musical? Your first love? That's what "Sterile Cuckoo" is all about."

The setting is a small New York college campus. A few days after President John F. Kennedy's assassination, songbirds return, and with them come memories of the President and his own Depression."

"Sterile Cuckoo" tells the story of the Kennedy family, their love of music, and their struggle to come to grips with the events of the past."

"Sterile Cuckoo" opens January 21."
**"Good Eats" - Good!**

by Karen Koman

Some people consider Experimental Theater's latest puppet show, "Good Eats at the Devil's Diner," in hopes of eating implicit food without feeling overfed and bloated. As I was eating chicken, I was pretty sure I was getting a hit or two, but the context of the puppets themselves is overfed and bloated.

In a strange and powerful way, people of the puppet are picked here and there and fed on corn. It is one of the best I've ever seen.

**My neighbor.**

by Don-Paul Seng

The "Flying career" phenomenon is not new. People who thought that the Ghanaian Saucer, Immortal Library of Unknown Objects ("The Saucer" corporation that recommended the phenomenon) is perhaps the best observed and studied phenomenon.

People who thought that it was the definitive world on the subject will be satisfied by A. Hynek's book: "UFO's: The First Report" report. In 1961, Hynek's team was asked to make recommendations on the subject to the IRE. But Hynek's team was fired due to lack of data they knew little about the phenomenon.

Many of Hynek's team are well grounded, with multiple scientific views. Yet, the scientific community based on his Team's recommendations is the same. As the IRE is investigating the field, Hynek's team has presented a report.

The "Flying career" phenomenon is not new. People who thought that the Ghanaian Saucer, Immortal Library of Unknown Objects ("The Saucer" corporation that recommended the phenomenon) is perhaps the best observed and studied phenomenon.

**UFO's - More Baloney?**

by Allan L. Thompson
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Hail to the Chiefs

by Brian Alan Berk

It has been said and said often that the story of the Chiefs is more than just a collection of individual lives. It is the story of a team, of a community, of a nation. It is a story that has been told and retold, a story that has been written and rewritten, a story that has been sung and sung again. But above all, it is a story of hope.

The Chiefs are a team of unified individuals, each with their own strengths and weaknesses, but united in a common cause. They are a team that has faced adversity and overcome it, a team that has struggled and persevered. They are a team that has come together to form a bond that cannot be broken.

The Chiefs are a team that understands the importance of community and the power of unity. They are a team that has worked together to achieve their goals, a team that has fought for what they believe in. They are a team that has shown the world that anything is possible with hard work and determination.

The Chiefs are a team that has inspired others, a team that has been an inspiration to all those who have seen them play. They are a team that has left a lasting legacy, a team that will be remembered for generations to come.

The Chiefs are a team that has shown the world the true meaning of teamwork. They are a team that has shown that anything is possible with teamwork and dedication. They are a team that has shown that the spirit of the Chiefs is stronger than any obstacle.

The Chiefs are a team that has left a lasting legacy, a team that will be remembered for generations to come. They are a team that has shown the world the true meaning of teamwork. They are a team that has shown that anything is possible with teamwork and dedication. They are a team that has shown that the spirit of the Chiefs is stronger than any obstacle.
Charles Rosen plays, speaks

Charles Rosen, the recording and concert pianist, plays in the Performing Arts Center, SUNY at Albany, on Monday, February 19, 9:30 PM, Main Theater, tickets are $3.10, with SUNYA student identification, or $4.90 (no credit box office), 459-6474.

In an age of specialization, when a man's area of specialization is expected to be only one, in Charles Rosen there is one area of true brilliance. Although he is exceptionally associated with music, in him there is also a field of general pursuit, which he covets with an enthusiasm and an intellectual curiosity which are the hallmark of our age.

Rosen's program includes a little of international stretch; Bach and Chopin, and one concert solo, the Schumann Piano Concerto, K. 455, with the SUNYA Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Charles Rosen. The baritone soloist will be Bruce Reiser, and the concert will be conducted by Charles Rosen.

Resolved: That the Student Activity Assessment Fee (student tax) be voluntary for all undergraduates... (next two years)...

Central Council urges every student to exercise their option to vote on whether or not student tax should remain mandatory. If less than 20% of the eligible people vote in the referendum on whether or not student tax should be binding.

Resolved: That undergraduate student be required to pay $60/yr. Whether or not we decide that it is up to you. Be sure to vote! (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday)

At the same time...

Vote in the replacement elections for Central Council & University Senate. Vote in the open ballot on whether your hours as a SUNYA student will be charged to your tuition and fees...

Vote in the other opinion polls & the constitutional amendments...

20% of the members of the Student Association eligible to vote, must vote for the referendum to be binding.
Jazz Tracks
by Arlene Scherberg

For those of you too poor or too weak to buy records, or if you've been looking for albums that are out of print, there's an interesting club around that you may find worth your while to look into. It's called the Jazz Traders Club, and its function is to present music of some of the finest musicians around the world.

The club is located at 1016 University Place, Schenectady, New York. There are scheduled concerts every Thursday at 9 P.M., and admission is free to all members. The club also has a library of music records, which is available to members for their enjoyment.

The club has a library of music records, which is available to members for their enjoyment.

For more information, you can contact the club at 518-379-5564.

Heads or Speakers?
by Bill Birns

For the many towns that know what it's like to have an audio system in their homes, the right choice can be a daunting task. Unlike your typical stereo system, an audio system designed for home use has many features that are not found in a stereo set designed for a home theater.

Acoustic perfection is one of the most important considerations when choosing an audio system. A good system will produce clear, crisp sound that is free from distortion. The best systems have a wide frequency range, allowing you to hear all the frequencies that are present in a recording. A good system will also have a good dynamic range, allowing you to hear both the quiet and loud sounds in a recording.

In addition, you will want to be sure that the system you choose has a good level of clarity. The best systems will produce sound that is free from noise and other interference.

Finally, you will want to be sure that the system you choose is compatible with your stereo equipment. The best systems will have a variety of input and output options, allowing you to connect them to a wide range of equipment.

For more information, you can contact the Jazz Traders Club at 518-379-5564.
Letters to the Editor

Our Job is Serving Ourselves

To the editor:

I read Mr. Krueger's article in the University Student Association (USA) yearbook as an advocate for the Student Assembly. I think his arguments are strong, and I agree with him.

However, I must point out that the USA is not the only organization on campus that serves students. The Student Assembly, for example, is a very active group that works hard to improve the lives of SUNY students. In addition, there are other student groups, such as the College Democrats and Republicans, that also serve the interests of students.

I believe that the USA should work more closely with these other groups to ensure that all students are represented.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

You're Just Got to be Kidding

To the editor:

I read with great interest your editorial in last week's issue. While I agree with the general sentiment of the article, I must express my strong disagreement with the specific points made.

First of all, I believe that the USA is not serving students adequately. The USA's record on issues such as the academic calendar, housing, and food services is nothing to be proud of. We need a more proactive organization that is truly committed to serving the needs of students.

Second, I disagree with your assertion that the USA is the only organization on campus that serves students. There are many other organizations, such as the Student Assembly, that also work hard to improve the lives of SUNY students.

I think that the USA should be held accountable for its actions and that we need a more accountable organization.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Campus Housing - They'll Do Anything

To the editor:

I have been a resident assistant for three years, and I have had the opportunity to work with many students in my role. I have found that the housing office is more than happy to help students with their needs.

For example, last week a student came to me with a broken desk. I immediately went to the housing office and reported the issue. Within 24 hours, a new desk was delivered to the student's room.

I have also worked with the housing office to help students with their roommate situations. Last semester, a student and her roommate were having issues. I worked with the housing office to find a solution, and we were able to find a new roommate for her.

I believe that the housing office is committed to providing a safe and comfortable living environment for all students. I would encourage anyone with concerns to reach out to the housing office for assistance.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
WANTED

AM FM Tuner; Excellent. $45. Call 457-8787.

'71 Navy Blue MO -- Good condition. Asking $575. 459-1479 Mornings & 5 nights.

Standard Transmission, $4 95. Call 785-7758.

SEIDENBERG
JEWELRY

Rufus for SF 31-814 and 410-3500.RESH BRANDS. 121-1211.

FOR SALE

test

Roommate wanted lor Fall '/J to aid married couples -- Earn extra money.

WANTED

Mio - Good condition. 253, Latham, NY 121 10.

Sleeping bag: down filled, mummy--new. Will sacrifice 8720.

"Racing Machine" (207 cm) for In times (one season). Excellent Sale. List $200-will sell 783-6411 or 457-5302.

Want to Buy: used sleeping bag and 78 cm racing skis. Call 457-5255.

WANTED:

Antique pocketwatch. Will pay $250. 670 Math and 483 Science majors to

Overseas Jobs for Students - full time, expenses paid, sightseeing.

FOR SALE

Fell/ cumpleanos, chica! Choe, Chee, Chee. In one year couldn't be happier.' A Perennial Patch."

SEIDENBERG
JEWELRY

earnings 2 for $1
buy 4 par get 1 free

PASSPORT
PICTURES
Fast Quality Service
Ask for
John Chow at 457-2116
or
David Shapiro at 457-8716

PASSPORT
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Fast Quality Service
Ask for
John Chow at 457-2116
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SEIDENBERG
JEWELRY

earnings 2 for $1
buy 4 par get 1 free

cigarettes 39c/pack
Also earnings

Dig on it and tell all.

WANTED

HELP WANTED

Lost & Found

Lost Two small boxes, contain Cash.

PERSONALS

FEMALES and MALES wanted to work with 3000 children in area.

PERSONALS

Help wanted for part time. BPA MB.
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WANTED DEAD OR ALIVE: Lionel Trains, Sex, etc. Call 889-1799.

WANTED; Second hand vacuums, Call 889-0281.
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WANTED: Waterloo Kitchen Aid, 707-4100.

WANTED: Third floor, 2 bedroom apt, Call Leo 766-6717.
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by Kenneth Arduino

Frank Humor of this year, just alive to see the mighty Rudy Vido hit the 190 lbs. division final, gave a wayward look to the two-inch wide, two-pound view that the University of Albany brothers brought to the mat.

The formality was intact in the first period and it was essentially a matter of who would get the jump on the other. Avidly greased and singing a word into the microphone to the boy who looked likely to win, Rudy, who was the right pick, got his hands in and got under Herman to win the first period, 5-2.

The second period was one of the most exciting of the season in its own way, by definition. Rudy, who was coming into the meet on a five-game winning streak, knew that it would take something to be done by someone else to stop him from winning the match. With that in mind, he decided to do the stopping.

As he took the mat, his five-fingered walk was just beginning to get under Herman's skin, who was already feeling a bit flustered. As the period progressed, Herman's frustration became evident in his movements. Rudy, on the other hand, seemed to be getting better and better, his movements becoming more fluid and his attacks more precise.

The third period was the ultimate test of the two wrestlers. Herman, who was trying to stay in the match, was finding it increasingly difficult to keep up with the pace of Rudy's attacks. Rudy, on the other hand, was working on his own plans, setting up gambling moves that would take advantage of any mistake that Herman might make.

In the end, Rudy emerged victorious, winning the match with a 10-0 decision. The victory brought him to a perfect 6-0 record for the season, and it was a fitting conclusion to a great match.

The brothers came out of the first period with a 5-2 lead, and they continued to dominate in the second, winning 10-0. In the third period, Herman tried to make a comeback, but Rudy was too strong, winning 10-0. The final score was 25-10, giving the Danes their first loss of the season.

Despite the setback, the Danes were pleased with their performance. They had fought hard, and they had managed to gain a valuable lesson from the experience. They would come back stronger in the future, and they would do so with a renewed sense of determination and focus.

The Danes' next match is scheduled for February 19th against the University of Connecticut. They will be facing a tough opponent, but they are confident that they can come out on top. The game is set for 2 p.m., and it promises to be a thrilling battle of wits and strength.
Wrestlers Win, Swimmers Split

Wrestlers Win, Swimmers Split

Danes’ Streak Ended,
Buffalo Wins 76 - 62

Doc Sauers in Action

3,000 fans pack the gym to watch their beloved Danes play. There is also a slideshow to watch at the game. Just keep your eye on Coach Doc Sauers after a controversial call or during a time out. A picture is worth a thousand words. (photos by David Stawski)

Tears, Cries Greet U.S., Viet POW’s Freed

N. Viets Limp Home

Associated Press Compilation

A fragrant Mandarin orange aired his voice. A Terrier Air Force general second both in area high, the phenomena both breeds earning the V.1ge.

Tears, Cries Greet U.S., Viet POW’s Freed

North Vietnamese POW’s abuse brought smiles or sometimes an exasperatingly, worn mien to their faces. Worn mien to the growing crowds on both sides.

Several small federal buildings on their back. But eyes were kept more on their press.

But eyes were kept more on their press.

Danes’ Streak Ended,
Buffalo Wins 76 - 62 during a time out. A picture is worth a thousand words, (photos by David Stawski)
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